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Failure To Buy Bonds
Helps Only The Enemy

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL /EXCELLENCE, 1944
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Mrs. Robert A. MacDowell
(above), whose husband, Lt.
Harold W. Goad was found alive
in Rangoon after he was listed
as dead when his plane was seen
to go down in flames in 1943,
has since married Ensign Robert
cut two thirds of the A. MacDowell of Saugerties, N.
now in the Pacific Theater of
units will come through
'ted States en route to ,war. (AP Wirephoto)
ific and have furloughs.
ally, it was said the
s would run not more
days.)
larger proportion of
troops urgently needed
Operations Limited
Pacific will go there
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fore 12 months.
mY's detailed announceid the joint chiefs of
ade up of commanders
Army, Navy and Air
after consultation with
MacArthur and Admiral
had arrived at a preestimate of the trbops
ipment needed to crush
the shortest possible
with the least cost in
lives.
Army is now 8,300,000
the War Department
nder the approved plan
ow engaged in working
an Army strength of 6,year from new.
y said the number of
needed for occupation
Europe and the length
they will be there "will
on the situation in
and the nature of our
onal committments."
lanned reduction of 1,in total Army strength,
rtment said, "will not
ient to permit the early
of all the men we conuld be returned to civil
ause of extended overcombat service.
uently, it is planned
Selective Service calls
Day at a level above
essary to replace men
ugh battle and normal
and thus make it posrelease more men with
of long and arduous
This procedure of rethe maximum number
ns and their return to
will permit the call incc of thoie men who
etofore been deferred
eason or another."
Conference Of
t Churches
nd Mrs. E. S. Denton,
Cummins, Mrs. Fred
and Mrs. Frank Wylie
the Hopkinsville Dianference of Methodist
at Olmstead Tuesday.
ulah Mullens spent last
at her home in Wingo.

While Installations Are
Made, Manager Says
Due to installation of new
machinery, the Cedar Bluff
Stone Company will confine its
production activities for the
remainder bf this year very
largely to agricultural limestone, Bradley Stone, manager,
said this week.
"We will get .out some rock
for railroad ballast and some for
State Highway maintenance",
Mr. Stone said, but are accepting no orders for early delivery,
excepting for agricultural lime."
A statement published in the
Paducah Sun-Democrat May 4,
to the effect that construction of
the Princeton-Marion highway,
with rock asphalt, was being
delayed "because of liquidation
of Cedar Bluff Quarry," is
erroneous, Mr. Stone said, because the local quarry has no
contract to furnish stone for
that project.
Mr. Stone said the Cerulean
quarry had agreed to provide
stone for the highway project
when his concern was forced to
decline to bid on supplying that
need.
The quarry was not "liquidated" by former owner W. C.
Sparks, but was sold to a group
of Madisonville men after having been closed for a brief
period.

Butler Band Members
At Bowling Green For
State Music Festival

Butler High School's 44 seniors
begin their final week as undergraduates this afternoon at the
annual Alumni tea, 4 to 6 o'clock, at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Stephens, Washington stree t.
Two members of the class,
Robert P. Taylor and Dempsey
Stallins, will he gittell.,
diplomas in absentia, both being
in the armed forces, Supt. C. A.
Horn announced.
. The baccalaureate sermon will
be preached Sunday night, with
services starting at 7:30 o'clock,
by the Rev. Donal Wilmoth,
pastor the Central Presbyterian
Church, in the hih school
auditorium. Families of the
graduates are invited to attend.
Commencement exercises will
be held in the school auditorium
Thursday night, May 17, with
Dr. John L. Hill, Nashville, delivering the address.
This year's graduates are:
Doris Jean Bright, Jerry Bronson, George Cartwright, Wayne
Chandler, Josephine Creekmur,
Wallace Crisp, Lanis Cunningham, Nettie Jo Dalzell.
Margaret Terry Davis, Charles
Dorroh, A. J. Dycus, Helen
Elizabeth Etheridge, Wilma
Francis, Anna French, Mary
Louise Goodaker, Labe Hogan,
Char line Hollowell, Hester
Kannady.
Genevieve King, James
Dennis Hodge, Charline Lewis,
James W. Lisanby, Bill Martin,
Glenn Martin, Thelma Martin,
Elizabeth Mitchell, Bob McGowan, Edna Oliver, Billie
Oliver, Jim Pickens.
Geraldine Pinnega r, Melodene Pinnegar, Betty Sue Pruett,
Clifton Pruett, Ernest Richie,
Mildred Rodgers, Martha Satterfield, Patricia Sherwood, Dempsey Stalling, N. H. Talley, Jr.,
Robert Taylor, Kirby Thomas,
Jr., Bill Watson.

Arnold Shoppe
Will Open Here
Will Specialize In
Apparel For Women
And Children
The Arnold Shoppe has leased
the Garrett Building next to the
Farmers National Bank and will
open in the early summer, it
was announced this week by
Miss Sarah Meyers, owner, of
Hopkinsville.
This will be a branch of the
Hopkinsville store, she announced, selling wearing apparel and
accessories for women and
children. Miss Meyers left this
week for a buying trip in
California where she will purchase
merchandise
for
the
Princeton store.
Remodeling and redecorating
will begin June 1, she said, and
all personnel of the Store will
be local. Arnold's opened their
store in Hopkinsville 9 years
ago. The Princeton store's opening is expected till/ be about
July 1.

Members of the Butler High
School Band, who received
superior ratings in the Spring
Music Festival at Murray will
compete in the State Festival
at Bowlimi, Green today and
Friday, it was announced by
V. Bryant, director. They are
Virginia Bowie Satterfield, clarinet; Gerald Winters, cornet;
Kenneth Prescott, baton twirling; Otho Gray, sousaphone;
Jimmy Lisanby and Richard
Gregory, snare drum; Jimmy
O'Hara, alto-saxaphone; Joanne
Pickering, flute and
piano;
Virginia Bowie Satterfield, Billy
Don Bridges, George Webb and
Wanda Leigh Cummins, clarinet
A preliminary survey to learn
quarette, accompanied by Sue how much money, in special
Groom.
Farmer and Nancy
gifts, could be obtained toward
Princeton's proposed new hospital having proved "very encouraging," the Hospital Board
at a meeting held last week decided to extend the canvasli
well county, subject to the act- throughout the county as soon
ion of the Democratic Primary, as possible, Gordon Lisanby,
president, said this week. Henry
August 4, 1948.
Sevison and a committee named
appeal
to
you
upon
my
I base
by him will assiat board memmy 'record as your Circuit Clerk bers' in compiling a list of
for the term ending this year. names of citizens from whom it
I promise you, if re-elected, to is hoped to get pledges, and
serve you to the best of my volunteers will be asked to inability, with courtesy, impartiali- terview each, Mr. Lisanby said.
Mr. Sevison, in reporting rety, and efficiency.
Please consider this announce- sults of his initial survey and
ment as my solicitation of your other information gained during
six weeks of diligent work on
vote and influence,
Yours sincerely, the project, said there is eviI,diona Trader dence more than one outside

Leona Trader Announces
Candidacy For Reelection
ader is authorized to
this week the candidrs. Leona Trader for
as circuit court clerk,
st ttf the voters in the
primary, Saturday,
rs. Trader has served
term in this office
ong the most popular
t the courthouse. Her
tement follows:
- 4 OF
COUNTY:
announce nit Cieldid-election to the office
Court Clerk of Cald-

Alumni Hosts To
Butler Graduates
As Finals Begin
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MAY QUEEN ON HER THRONE

MOVE ON JAPAN

Church Services
Mark Observance
Of Victory Here

Signed Surrender
Terms For "Ike"

Workers In Three
Plants Have Part Holiday; Brownout Lifted
By President

Commencement Exercises Set For Thursday
Night, May 17, In
School Auditorium

'ngton, — The Army ands V-E reemployment'cation plans, including
ns for discharge of about
men during the next
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Husbarvi Returns
From The Dead

Number 44

Margaret Terry Davis, Girl Scouts' May Queen, is pictured above
on her throne during the festival presented May 1 on the Butler
School campus. Seated are the Queen's train-bearers, Masters James
Harvey Keeling and David Pedley.

Virginia B. Satterfield
Chosen Band President;
Other Officers Named
Members of the Butler High
School Band elected officers for
the year of 1945-46 at a meeting at Butler High School Tuesday afternoon.
Officers chosen from the
Senior Class of 1946 were
Virginia Bowie Satterfield, president; Gerald Winters, vice-president; Dorothy Sholar, secretary;
Rose Mitchell Randolph, treasurer; Richard Gregory, property
manager, with Wanda Leigh
Cummins and Martha Sells,
assistants; James O'Hara, librarian, with Mary Hamby and Sue
Farmer, assistants, and Sara
Delia Cunningham, business
manager.

School Lunchroom
To Close May 11
Eastside Project Has
Fed Average of 300
Daily, Half Free

Tigers Den Will
Be Open 4 Nights
Use Of Clubroom Expected To Increase
In Vacation Period
Princeton's Teen-Age Club,
the Tigers' Den, will be open
Monday, Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday nights from 7 to 10:30
o'clock and Saturday afternoons,
from 2 to 5 o'clock during -the
school vacation period, it was
decided by the Senior Advisory
Board at a meeting last weekend.
the club is functioning quietly *id well, Carl Sparks, chairman, said, with between 75 and
100 teen-agers using the rooms
each week-end since it was
started.
Mr. Sparks said the clubroom
has remained open until 11:30
heretofore, and this has brought
some complaint from parents
whose boys and girls remained
out too late. The Advisory
Board has changed the closing
hour to 10:30, Mr. Sparks said,
because a large majority of the
members who use facilities of
the Tigers' Den go home by that
time.
Parents, while not expected to
make lengthy visits to the clubroom, are invited to inspect the
place any time, Mr. Sparks said.
Members of the Advisory Board
are Mr. Sparks, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, J. B. Lester, Dr. C. H.
Jaggers, and Bedford McChesney, representing the Kiwanis
Club; Rev. Chas. P. Brooks,
Melvin Fralick, Mark Cunningham, K. V. Bryant, representing the Rotary Club. Kiwanis
and Rotary are the sponsoring
organizations.

After operating five days each
week since October 1, the Eastside School lunchroom will
cease serving meals Friday,
May 11, for the current school
year, it was announced Tuesday
by Mrs. Charles Curry, a supervisor of the project.
During the current school year,
Mrs. Curry said, 250 to 337
lunches were served daily, approximately 150 to 180 of which
were free for underprivileged
children. Cost of a lunch is 10
cents. She said the allotment for
the project came direct to the
school board from the War Food
Program which paid about six
cents of the cost of each meal.
Mrs. W. B. Davis and three
colored helpers had charge of
the lunchroom, with Mrs. Chas. Eastside Cannery To
Curry and Miss Ellouise Jones Be Open This Summer
as supervisors. Mrs. Curry said
The Easttside cannery, under
the same lunch program is plan- the supervision of Mrs. Percy
ned next year.
Pruett and Mrs. John Loftus, Jr.,
will be available this summer by
Mrs. B. K. Amos returned to telephoning either of them for
Baltimore, Md., Wednesday after appointment. Nineteen women ata week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. tended a demonstration of canC. J. Bishop, Hopkinsville street, ning pineapple at the cannery
and other friends here.
Tuesday afternoon.

J

Unconditional sur r end er of
Nazi Germany, formerly anannounced Tuesday morning,
was observed quietly in Princeton with prayer and thanksgiving services in four churches and
business going forward as usual
in industries and stores, in accordance with the request of
President Harry S. Truman. .
Boy Scouts quickly carried
printed copies of Mayor W. L.
Cash's proclamation, calling for
religious observance of the
victory, throughout the city and
a service at the Central Presbyterian Church at 10 o'clock was
well attended, members of the
Cumberland Presbyterian and
First Christian congregations
and pastors of those churches
participating.
Pupils at Butler High School
heard short talks and prayers
by the Rev. 0. M. Schultz and
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler and at
Eastside, Mayor Cash and the
Rev. Mr. Schultz addressed the
pupils, who sang patriotic songs.
Services were conducted at
the First Baptist Church, with
patriotic songs and a brief
message by the pastor, and at
Odgen Memorial Church, at
7:30 Tuesday night.
The "brownout" of the business district ended, in accordance
with the President's lifting of
the lighting ban in his victory
message by radio early Tuesday
morning, and store windows
were bright again.
When news of the surrender
of Germany was announced
Mondak vaorning, workers at
the Hosiery Mill were allowed
to go home to listen to their
radios' at 10 o'clock, "many of
them with tears in their eyes,"
Grayson Harralson said.
Employes of the Cumberland
Manufacturing Co. also stopped
work at 10 o'clock Monday
morning for the remainder of
the day, and those at the Kentucky Whip and Collar Co. took
the afternoon off duty. All three
plants were working on full
schedules Tuesday.

President Of Bethel
College To Speak Here
Dr. Powbatan W. James, newly
elected president of Bethel Woman's College, Hopkinsville, will
deliver the morning address at
11 o'clock at the First Baptist
Church Sunday, May 13, it was
announced by the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatter, pastor.

Racing Ban Is Lifted;
Derby To Be Run June 2

The wartime ban on horse
racing was lifted Wednesday by
War Mobilization Director Fred
M. Vinson and Churchill Dawns
officials announced the Kentucky Derby will be run Saturday, June 2. Horsemen said
many leading contenders for the
big race are already at the
Louisville track and well advanced in their training.

-

agency, skilled in hospital
operation, is interested in leasing and operating a new hospital in Princeton.
The Hospital Board heard a
letter read which had been received from the Rev. I. M.
Hargett, pastor of the Fourth
Avenue Methodist Church,
Louisville, and a member of the
Methodist hospital board, in
which the Louisville minister
advised that agency was Interested in taking over and operating a hospital here and that he
would come here to make VI
inveatigetion of the proposition,

It advised this was desired.
Overtures to Baptist hospital
operators were made through
Noah Cameron and the Rev. H.
G. M. Hatter, Mr. Sevison reported, and interest was expressed by this denominational group,
altho nothing definite has been
received from a Baptist hospital agency indicating it would
take a lease for operating a
local hospital, should a new one
be built.
A. P. Day, on request of Mr.
Sevison, had reported Catholic
hospital • authorities contracted
by him indicated they would

Allied Leaders Join
In Stressing Need For
All-Out Effort
Against Nippon

Germany surrendered unconditionally to the Allies Monday,
completing victory in the European phase of the war, most devastating in history. Formal
signing of the historic surrender
document took place in the
Reims red schoolhouse which
was__Peneral Dwight Eisenhower's headquarters, at 2:41
o'clock, (French timed May 7.
Col. Gen. Gustaf Johl, new
cheif of staff for the Wehrmacht,
signed for the bitter and badly
beaten Germans, and Lt. Gen.
Walter B. Smith, chief of staff
Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith
for the Allied Supreme Com(above), chief of staff to Gen.
mand, signed for Britain and the
Eisenhower, is reported to have
United States; Gen. Ivan Sussigned surrender papers for the
loparov, for Russia, and Gen.
Allied chief in which Germany
Francois Sevez, for France.
formally capitulated. (AP WireGermany, which began the
photo)
war with a ruthless attack upon Poland, followed by successive aggressions and unspeakable brutalities in internment
camps, surrendered with an appeal to the victors for mercy
toward the German people and
Is Treasury Appeal
the armed forces.
Details of the surrender were
As 7th War Loan
sent to the United States MonDrive Opens
day
morning
by Edward
In the 7th War Loan campaign, Kennedy, chief of the Associated
which starts May 14, citizens of Press staff on the Western Front,
Princeton and Caldwell county a full 24 hours before the official
are called upon to take on the announcement was made by
Prime Minister Churchill, in
biggest personal load of the London,
and President Truman,
wartime securities ever purchas- at Washington. Premier Stalin
ed, with a quota here of $125,000 did not make his announcement
in E-Bonds, the kind which, the until late Tuesday, US time.
government insists, must be
General of the Army George
bought and kept by individuals Marshall, Fleet Admiral Fleet
to help bring the war against King, General MacArthur and
Japan to a successful and speedy Fleet Admiral Nirnits Ispoke via
conclusion. The county's total radio to the people of the United
quota in this drive is $325,000 States Tuesday, urging continuaworth of War Bonds.
tion of full effort on the home
As before, expectation here front for the war against Japan,
is that bonds other than the E- a strong and cruel enemy, and
Bond variety will be subscribed President Truman, in his radio
for in good measure . . . but the address Tuesday morning ofreal work in the current catn- ficially announcing the end of
paign will be to sell tNe indivi- hostilities in Europe, warned
dual citizens, the Treasury De- the Japs that prolonging the
war in the Pacific would only
partment warns.
As Admiral Chester Nimitz result in their extermination.
said in his V-E Day address He said Japanese would not be
from Guam Tuesday, the war enslaved if they surrendered.
against Japan has just begun
No one outside official quartand even with large reinforce- ers professed to know the exact
ments soon to be sent to the terms which will be imposed upPacific battlefronts from Europe, on Germany and upon a people
full cooperation in furnishing which will make it possible for
the sinues of war by the people them to attempt world dominatat home is urgently needed.
ion for a third time in a century.
But these seem sure to be
Booths will be maintained by
the women's organizattions of among them.
Complete disarmament, liquiPrinceton in the city's two
banks, Mondays and Saturdays dation of the Nazi party and
during the campaign, Mrs. Frank surrender of its officials for
G. Wood, women's War Bond trial, separation of Germany by
chairman, said, and a committe Allied Armies on a sectional
of women will conduct a house- basis, definition of guerrilla
to-house solicitation for pur- bands as outlaws subject to
chase of bonds in Princeton, death, surrender of secret "V"
under Mrs. Wood's direction. weapons, control of press, radio
Homes in the county are to be and motion pictures, dismantling
solicited by members of the of the German war industry,
county women's organizations, supervision of all heavy industry,
and close Allied control for an
under Mrs. Lloyd Beck.
indefinite period of German life.

Buy More [-Bonds
For Japs' Defeat

Rev. A. D. Smith Is New
Ministerial Assn. Head

Kiwanis Speaker Tells
Of Tung Oil Industry
B. T. Abbot, Jackson, Miss.,
was -guest speaker at Wednesday's meeting of the Kiwanis
Club. He discussed the tung oil
industry in the South and said,
rightly planned and managed,
tung oil trees offer a great opportunity for profit on poor land
in the Gulf section of the United
States. His talk was greatly enjoyed.

"Mrs. Ray Ellis, Madisonville,
Rev. A. D. Smith, pastor of
spent last week-end with her
the Cumberland Presbyterian
mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar.
Church, was elected president of
the Princeton Ministerial Association at the regular monthly
meeting May 3, in the Methodist
Church. It was decided the association will meet the first
Thursday in each month. The
annual Vacation Bible School
was set for the last two weeks
take over, on lease, and guaranof June and a meeting of
tee modern, efficient hospital
service over a definite period of volunteer workers for this will
the Methodist Church
years, if given a lease on a be held at
May
17,
at
7:30 o'clock.
completed hospital.

I Misses Laurine and Florine
Jones spent Monday in Evansville.

Mr. Sevison indicated investigation of hospital operation in
cities and towns like Princeton
showed there were some advantages in leasing to a rehospital-op er a ting
cognized
agency. He said some of the
largest pledges he had obtained
were predicted upon such an
operation, while other gifts were
promised if the Princeton Hospital should be operated by a
local group as trustees.
The Commonwealth Fund,
established by the late Mrs.
Stephen S. Harkness and the
late Edward V. Harkness, totalling $48,000,000 to be used "For
(Please turn to Page Four)

connected with the office.
I feel that my past experience better qualifies me to effectively discharge those duties.
If nominated and elected I
promise the same faithful and
efficient service as rendered by
me at that time.
I wish to solicit the vote and
support of every citizen in the
county and assure you that it
will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
J. M'arvin Satterfield

County-Wide Canvass For Hospital
Fund Is Planned By Civic Leaders
PRELIMINARY SURVEY BY SEV1SON CALLED
"VERY ENCOURAGING" BY BOARD; METHODIST
AND CATHOLIC AGENCIES INTERESTED IN
LEASE OPERATION; GREGORY ADVISES NO
FEDERAL FUNDS AVAILABLE NOW

Beaten Nazis Ask
Mercy Of Victors
At Conflict's End

J. Marvin Satterfield Announces
For Jailer Of Caldwell County
TO THE VOTERS OF
CALDWELL COUNTY:
I take this means of announcing my candidacy for jailer of
Caldwell county, subject to the
action of the Democratic Primary, August 4, 1945.
It was my privilege and pleasuse to serve the people of the
county in this capacity for four
year*, starting in 1921. Therefore, I am not unmindful of
the duties and responsibilities

Celebrating The Victory
It seems to us there is but one thing to
rejoice about in connection with the
collapse of our Germany enemies and
that is: Millions of young men have
stopped killing one another.
Pictures in our newspapers and magazines, on the screen at the movie
theaters and carried around with us in
our minds are more than sufficient to
persuade all of us that the situation in
Europe is one fraught with the gravest
dangers, while vividly disclosing the sufferings of millions of human beings.
That we have won over Germany is
only the fulfillment of our expectations;
tho the victory has been hard won and
high in price. And an exuberant celebration of V-E Day is folly, since there is so
much still to be done before we and the
world can return to the ways of peace.
There seems now to be no doubt we
shall have better world understand and
hence.better world relationships as a result of the fire and torment of the testing we have come through in Europe..
Already Russians are working day and
night to restore the utilities in Berlin and

•
new German leaders are calling upon
their people to place first things first . . .
and make an all-out effort to produce
food. Thus, victors and vanquished work
side by side in a nation where only
yesterday people were mortal enemies, in
order that the victims of war may survive the further tragedy of famine and
have opportunity to rebuild their homes
and their government.
The sort of joy we should evince,
now that one of the chief threats to
liberty as we know it has been removed,
is that which brought laughter and a full
measure of happiness to a home on our
street where a well loved son, twice
wounded, came home the other day; the
joy which is the boon of us all to share
when we realize that carnage and blood
lust again are under control in a large
part of this closely associated world.
Perhaps, with the piece-meal surrendering that has come the last 10. days, we
shall have no victory celebration at all,
other than prayer and thanksgiving in
our hearts, homes and churches; and this,
we think, is well.

Keen Johnson Proves Talents
So much firriflare attached to the big"
job given Senator A. B. Chandler recently that little or no publicity appeared in
the Kentucky press about a big step upward taken at the same time by another
son of the State who, like the new baseball commissioner, has risen from an
humble position in life to the top of the
heap.
Thousands of Kentuckians remember
the little campaign buttons they wore
when Happy Chandler and Keen Johnson
were running mates as the Democratic
nominees for Governor and Lieutenant
Governor, back in 1936. The button bore
two words: Happy and Keen; who won,
'way out in front.
Happy had risen from newsboy and
Keen from the obscurity of life as son
of a small town Methodist minister to
publisher of a daily newspaper. Both had
worked up the hard way; and each had
the qualifications for success. Keen Johnson's administration as
GoVernor, while not so spectacular as was
his predecessor's, will certainly be marked in history as one of the best the State
ever has had.
He kept himself steadily, conscientious-

ly and determinedly- TO his appointed tiMIE
of being a "thrifty, frugal governor,"
finished the big job of paying off the
State debt, begun by "Happy", and almost completed the work of rehabilitating the State's institutions. There was
little color to Keen Johnston's regime;
and Kentucky profited greatly because of
his strict devotion to duty, his rare
knowledge of what the State needed, and
his marked ability.
Last week he became vice president of
the Reynolds Metal Company, a concern
devoted to the manufacture of vital war
implements. This new honor did not come
from popularity; nor were the votes of
the people needed: Keen won his important place in this great industrial firm by
proven ability, after a period of trial as
assistant to the Reynolds chief.
It has been a pleasure and an inspiration to know Keen Johnson intimately for
about a quarter of a century and this
fresh recognition of his talents brings
happiness to us, as it does to many
sincere friends and admirers who, knowing something of the value of this man,
are glad he has won to a new place of
high responsibility.

The Root Of Evil In
Our Prison System
Seldom have I ever found myself in
such complete agreement with Howard
Henderson as Monday morning, upon
reading his I Say What I Think contribution to the Courier-Journal for that
day.
Mr. Henderson wrote that prison
rackets in Kentucky are an old story;
and as one who had had some opportunity, since August 1932, to observe the
modus operandi at the Eddyville prison,
I know this is correct.
And equally true is the Henderson conclusion that Gov. S. S. Willis will effect
no material improvement in conditions at
the maximum security institution,,where
all the State's worst offenders are incarcerated, or at LaGrange, unless provision
is made to improve the efficiency of
prison employes through the medium of
more adequate pay, with no convicts doing work which paid and trustworthy
employes should perform.
For the years since 1932, when I
first became acquainted with the men
who work in and for the State at the
Eddyville penitentiary, I have marvelled that any could be obtained who would
make themselves responsible for the offenders there for as little as $84 a month.
Guards' pay now is $110 at the Eddyville
institution and, in Democratic and Republican administrations alike, men are
on duty within those high grey walls
whose physical condition is imparied to
such an extent that it creates at once a
threat to their own lives and danger to
the people who need protection from

dangerous criminals.
As to the laxity which extends to allowing prisoners, guarded or not, to attend picture shows outside the prison
walls: This is going on now at Eddyville
and has been one of the practices criticised there before.
Present practices of pampering prisoners at Eddyville are probably no worse
than those the new warden found when
he took charge. Which is only a way of
saying such practices have long endured
and should be ended.
I hope there is a real investigation of
the way the State's prisons are operated
and that the men responsible at Frankfort will institue real reforms. They
should begin, of course, at the root of the
evil, which is inadequate provision for
paying prison guards and other personnel.
• The State has provided the best physical equipment for caring for its charges
in all its 152 years of history but anybody who thinks its system of management has kept step with the advance in
housing is poorly informed.
This is, of course, the present concern
of Govenor Willis, Commissioner Quetermous, Welfare Chairman Joshua Everett
and others. The responsibility for continuation of laxity and pamering of
prisoners rests now with the incumbent
Republican office holders; but the blame
for underpaying prison employes goes
much farther back and is the real reason
why Kentucky's penal institutions have
not be better managed in the public
interest.
G. M. P.

Amepi5i!tv HEpoES

A survey taken by Pathfinder magazine among 60-odd big corporations gave
4 seven reasons why they like small towns.
The worker becomes an integral part of
the community. He has outdoor recreation readily available. The tempo is less
strenuous and more pleasant. Workers
and employers mix more. Many workers
are or become home owners. Conditions

are better for raising a family. There's
little turnover n personnel.
In other words a smaller toWn is just
a better place to live.
(Lexington Herald)
Ilk
There are 4,000,000 Japanese under
arms, with 2,000,000 more ready for
service.
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observe Sunday is the fact
the greens, again this pia .
season, are not going to be
good. Likely it will be nee
to start all over 'making t
suitable putting
surface!
autumn.
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r"OMDR. JAMES HAILE MINI, U.S.N., already holder of a DFC,

has been awarded a Navy Cross for leading a flight of carrier
planes against the Japs in the Philippines. He so deployed his command
that they severely damaged six major combat vessels. Despite heavy
anti-aircraft fire, he made an accurate bomb-run on a battleship, scoring a direct hit with a 1000-pound bomb. War Bonds helped pay for

totes
of using
ong, c
• which
• land
And

COUNSELLOR
•".•`;,"

wowing
of war

the planes and bombs that enabled the Manila-born officer to render
that foe ineffective. His home now is at Vallejo, California.
U. S. Treasury DePart.e.I

Postcripts
Pennyrile
Many Princetons are glad this
week that members of the A. P.
Day family are to become full
time residents of this place before long. Mr. Day purchased the
home of Dr. B. K. Amoss, 510
Hopkinsville street, and expects
to move here from Eddyville
about July 1. No more popular
citizen has come to Princeton
in many years than the genial
head of the Kentucky Whip and
Collar Co., and he and his family
will be distinct additions to the
civic and social life of the community.
Scouting hereabouts is apt to
pick up appreciably when John
Robinson, retained this week as
new Field Executive, comes on
the job a little more than a
month from now. Mr. Robinson, personable and able, is
principal and athletic coach at
Central High, Clinton, now but
starts with the Scout organization May 18.

11111

By G. M. P.

men:
Tired with playing a foolish
game,
Tired with trying to make a
name.
"Tomorrow," I say, "I will call
on Jim.
Just to show that I'm thinking
of him."
But tomorrow comes, and tomorrow goes,
And the distance between us
grows and grows.
Around the corner! — yet miles
away . . . .
"Here's a telegram, sir." . . . .
"Jim died today."
And that's what we get, and deserve in the end:
Around the corner, a vanished
friend.
—Charles Hanson Towne
End of fighting in Europe has
set recoversion in progress in
the US and many thousands of
men and women will shortly
lose their war plant jobs or take
work in factories making goods
for civilians. Job hunting may
start soon on the home front, as
war workers and discharged
fighters come home. Airplane
and shipyard plants were the
first to order huge layoffs.

Mrs. J. D. Alexander, Girl
Scout leader, is trying to make
arrangements for Princeton Girl
Scouts to go camping at the
Owensboro Boy Scout camp
1111
this summer. Latterly this
May 12 is National Hospital
organization has been very actDay. It would be well if citiive here and is especially to be
zens here who are interested in
congratulated for sponsoring the
Princeton having adequate hospiMay Day festival.
tal facilities would visit the
make-shift hospital we now have
My Friend Jim
and learn, first hand, something
of why we should do something
Around the corner I have a
NOW to improve this situation.
friend
In this great city that has no •
end;
Six months ago the hospital
Yet days go by, and weeks rush rooms were crowded, yet today
on,
says the hospital administrator,
And before I know it a year
Robert Murphy, 20 more patients
has gone,
a day are being treated than
And I never see my old friend's were six months ago, which
face,
gives an idea on the demands
For Life is a swift and terrible growing in this section for hospital service. This average can
race.
hardly, be increased without
He knows I like him as well
out the walls. (Glasgow
As in the days when I rang his
Times.)
bell,
And he rang mine. We were
11111,
younger then,
A quandary is what Gov. Sim
And now we are busy, tired
Willis must be in, regarding his

It give

Reporting regularly on
business trends in his
"Odd Lots" column

DON McWAIN ... Financial Editor of The Courier-Journal, keeps marketwise by daily contact with the heads of corporations, brokers and bankers.
He always knows about important mergers, sales and market fluctuations.
Is column "Odd Lots" and his other financial features deal with business,
stocks and bonds.
A pleasant mixture of grey tweeds and twinkling blue eyes, Don could easily pass for a
banker himself, until he starts reminiscing about his days as a state reporter out of the
Frankfort Bureau, twenty years ago. Then you will recognize the stamp of the Fourth
Estate. He will long be remembered for his articles on the evils of Kentucky's old toll
bridge system ... which subsequently led to the adoption by the legislators of the present
plan of state ownership, which pays itself out.
New Hampshire-born, McWain graduated from prep school to
join the U. S. Navy of World War 1, completing his formal
education at Brown University, Providence, R. I., after the war.
Following his Frankfort experience, Don became Promotion
Manager . . and served three terms as Secretary of the
National Newspaper Promotion Association. He was famous
for his state and national Spelling Sees, which wound up
annually with his taking the winners to Washington. He still
receives letters from some of those boys and girls. After eleven
years of this fascinating, though arduous, work McWain became Financial Editor in 1938. initiating his column "Odd Lots"
... which title is also applied to the McWains' summer camp,
located just outside Louisville.
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Given Needed Protection
You can give them a lift
In more ways than one if
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are calling home and they'll
appreciate your help in
leaving the lines for them.
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taken; hence the resolution of
nine senators, asking the appointment go to. Senator Moss,
constituted a direct slap at the
Governor by an impressive majority of his own party's members in the upper house.

HE'S YOUR

That's the time many
service men in the canape

„
ati
nu ttima
o

standing with members of' his
own party . . .- after action of
nine Republican State senators
in endorsing State Senator Ray
Moss for the seat in the U. S.
Senate which Happy Chandler
will vacate in the indefinite
future.

While the present board has
11111
James 1 of England created
many improveMents at
made
15
The Kentucky Senate has
and interest position of poet laureate in
GOP members. Three Were ab- the Country Club
one thing and gave it to Ben Jonson,
sent the day the action was of members is high,

Like Small Towns

0:
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GUARANTEED SPRING CHANGE.
OVER SERVICES
Drain and refdl Crankcase with summerweight Diamond 760 Motor Oil•Change
Transmission * Differential Lubricants
to proper summer grade •DX Guertin.
teed Lubrication for chassis and body
• Flush Cooling System • Check Battery
• Check and Inflate Tires • Repack Front
Wheel Bearings• Clean and Adjust Spark
Plugs• Wash,Wax and Polish Car•Service Oil Filter,Mr aeaner•Inspect Lights
at Windshield Wiper• Clean Windows.

The junk yard is ahead for thousands of
'scars this Spring. Will yours be among
them? To prolong your pies life—get
Spring Change over services at once.
Drive in as the D-X sign TODAY or
phone your D-X Dealer now for an appointment. The D-X Dealer h a lubrication expert and he knows the right
lubricant to use for every friction point.
He guarantees Diamond 760 Motor Oil,
Diamond D-X Lubricants and 13.X Motor
Fuel for the maximum in performance.

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM
CORPORATION
Is

THE PRINCETON LEADER PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Nurse Helps Out
In Doctor Shortage

News From The Past

(Hy Associated Press)
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
Fairfield, Idaho — An over- who made up the populace of Princeton
and Caldwell county almost
College of Agriculture and
seas nurse in World War I, Mrs. 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceHome Economics
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
owlawninewwwwwhinwownsiowwwwwww•www• Margaret Giesler is caring for feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
after the turn of the century, wrote them.
shortly
1,360
the
the
health
of
of
many
In growing tomatoes, it is best
ettled
Princeton,
Ky. May 12, 1931. Laylnan, Mrs. G. L. Paris, Mrs.
sparsely-8
of
residents
soil
until
to be safe and wait
A Day But For
and season are suitable. For Camas county during this year. Miss Anna Bell. Morgan of St. Charlie Pepper, Mrs. Mark "Not For
the Louis, spent the week-end here Cunningham, Mrs. L. L. Patmor
She
in
the
is
nurse
only
To Come"
Years
this latitude, the time is not
1,070-square miles of the county very pleasantly with her parents, and Misses Susie Stevens, Lucille
a
but
10,
May
much before
and there' are no doctors. She's Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morgan. Buttermore and Birdie Nichols.
week or two may be gained by on call 24 hours a day, treats
She has accepted a position in
giving the plants night pro- patients who do not require a Kansas City, Mo.tection with "tents" of news- physician's care and arranges
• • •
1 TONIGHT
paper or with any of the several for medical aid and hospitalizaPrinceton, Ky. Mrs. M H. Blytypes .of patented plant protect- tion if that is necessary.
the is in Frankfort where she
ors.
plants should be about 6 inches will attend the K.F.W.C. meetDAY
Tomatoes require well-balanc—and—
FRl
CIIIP
tall
and have the first bud- ing.
ed fertility, else they grow to
• • • •
cluster developed, to make fruit
top and bloom and bear sparin late June: Marglobe and /Princeton, Ky. Feb. 2, 1908.
ingly. The general fertilizing
Rutgers, also found with plant- Misses Mary Pasteur and Carrie
several
scheme described here
growers,
are excellent too, but White and Messrs. B. L. Stone
weeks ago is right for tomatoes.
SPARKLE SONCS...DAZZIE DANCES...
and H. L. Greer visited Miss
week or 10 days slower.
a
5*,
Good varietits are Break
cod those CORCEOUS YUKON RELIES/
Whether or not stake and Fannie Jackson at Fredonia
.
Day, Pritchard arid Valiant, all
01 - l" e•
(1.1,,,•'
prune is debatable. Pruning Sunday.
,-,,,N
4
4
resistant to wilt and quite as
• • •
gives sightly larger fruits, but
early as Farliana and Bonny'
Ky.
19,
May
1931.
Princeton,
no earlier. Staking keeps the
Best, old time favorites. The
fruit a bit more tidy, but there Mrs. Arch Glass and children
marketable value in order to will be more sun-burn and more of the Lewistown community,
have financial reserves for use blossom-end rot. Another way will leave Friday for Pekin, Ill.,
after the war when manpower to keep the fruit clean is to to spend the summer with Mr.
and materials will be available mulch with lawn clippings, tree Glass and son, Carlton, who
•R••.1104.
to make improvements on the leaves and the like, but fruiting have positions at that place.
• • •
C...
.
farm and pi ovide for the general will start later because a mulch
t
May
1931.
Princeton,
Ky.
19,
up.
soils
the
warming
delays
well-being of the family.
Ed
and
John
Young
Mr.
Mrs.
Staked tomatoes should stand
1
2. Invest in paid-up life insurance to be used not only - bo 2 feet apart in 3-foot.rows. To er.ire-L,exington ,this week'-Mr.
a
clear debts in event of the death matoes not staked should stand Young being one of the county
delegates to the Democratic
of the operator but to provide 4 feet apart from any other.
Tomato plants should be set convention.
security for the family.
• • •
3. Outright purchase of an- about an inch deeper than they
Princeton, Ky. May 19, 1931.
nuities or endowment policies stood in the plant bed, but
for extra protection of the farm- plants "leggy" enough to whip Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Drennan are
er when advanced years are about should be laid in furrows rejoicing over the safe arrival
reached or for education of about 2 inches deep with the of a pretty daughter, born at the
younger members of the family. tip 6 to 8 inches turned upward, home of Mr. and Mrs. Cook
Care should be taken, however, but gently. Roots will "strike" Oliver, 'Mrs. Drennan's parents,
in the Eddy Creek neighborhood,
not to become obligated for all along the buried stem.
As tomatoes are valuable Tuesday, May 12. The little lady
heavier annual payments than
Margaret Marie.
can be maintained with reduced plants that must make a quick has been named
• • •
and sure start, they are generalfarm incomes.
Princeton, Ky. May 12, 1931.
4. Advance payment of future ly set with water by standing
installmcnts of assessments made them in the hole, which is then Mrs. Harry Long was hostess to
for drainage, irrigation and other filled with water. When this has her bridge club last Wednesday
; soil is drawn to the afternoon, at her home on Hopall sunk.
real estate improvements.
EXTRA SPECIAL!
5. Set aside funds to meet plant, level. For a quicker start, kinsville street. Bridge was
future levies of income and pro- many gardeners use "starter played at three tables and a
perty taxes or other- fixed solution" made by soaking com- delicious luncheon was served at
mercial fertilizer in water for a the end of the game. The top
charges."
starring
The purchase of war bonds is few hours, then stirring, and score prize was won by Mrs.
HOPE — FRANK SINATRA
BOB
—
CROSBY
RING
one of the suggested types of using the clear portion, as fol- Arthur McGough, Mrs. G. L.
HARRY JAMES and his ORCHESTRA
the
prize.
second
receiving
Paris
pound
Vs
fertilizer,
4-12-4
lows:
be
readily
securities which can
and a host of other famous stars.
converted to cash for needed in 5 gallons of water; 3-9-6 The players included Mrs.
Phillip
Mrs.
Arthur
McGough,
gallons.
0WP. M.
0
:0
s SIH
TIOPEONiu—
NS
farm and home improvements, fertilizer, 3/4 pound in 5
OR
D
(
DO
2 pint of starter solution Stevens, Mrs. R. S. Gregory,
1
when available at reasonable About /
SATURDAY
Mrs. W. C. Haydon, Mrs. Ed
per plant is used.
prices.
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ALL THE FUN IN THE WORLD!

lesTAVIEN AND THE SERGEANT—Staff Sgt. Warren Hagenbuch, 25, Rural Route 3, Three Rivers, Mich., a veteran of 55 combat missions over Germany and France, plays with "McTavish,"
13-month-old Scotty, as they stopped over in Chicago, on the way
home. "McTavish" accompanied Sgt. Hagenbuch and the rest of
the B-26 crew on all the missions. Sgt. Hagenbuch, a tailgunner,
who holds the DFC and air medal with 10 oak leaf clusters won
the dog on a cut of cards when the crew broke up for a rest
period. (AP Photo).
"1. Purchase of war bonds or
ither securities with future

Randolph Scott )
Gypsy Rose Lee
Dinah Shore
• Bob Burns

•
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Pick a print that's light and gay,
jar • Happy Pstothesr's Day!
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"ALL STAR BOND RALLY"
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MATINEE
and NITE

MAY 15-16

RUSSELL HAYDEN
WA DUB TAYLORANN UV_ ,

Plus! .. . Comedy — No. 12 "BATMAN"

SUNDAY

MONDAY
7•

—and—

YOUR GlOOMS Will GO ZOOM'
A HAYRIDE OF HYSTERICS' .
IT'S RISKY FRISKY-FUN'

For those warm afternoons and evenings when you and,
your friends get together over tall, frosted glasses of iced.:
tea! Cool.linenes and rayons in luscious fruit colors,
some with white appliques!
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OUDOIR PILLOWS
Even though it's only
a cat nap mother
will enjoy it more in
surroundings with an
air of luxury! Our
boudoir pillows — in
tones of rayon satin—give
that feeling to ar 'Dorn!$2.49

•ti
Alan MARSHAL
Laraine
DAY
with
Marsha Hunt
Bitterdfr
Allyn Joslyn
t

FULL-OF-FIGHT FEATURE!
THRILLINGLY TOLD BY
LT.ROBERT TAYLOR,
ISAR»

You'll never hear
mother complain,
"Oh, I've lost my
handkerchief!" if
she's carrying one
from Penney's. MIMI
oat absentminded of motheasure them. .
They're
prettyt .15 to .49

.

Edgar Buchanan

f

V

Plus These Delightful Short Units!
COLOR CARTOON —"BARNEY BEAR'S POLOR PEST"
TRAVEL IN COLOR—"WANDERING HERE AND THERE"
PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD

UEST TOWELS
Mother doesn't like
to think of soap sudsy
guests timidly wiping
their h•nds on •
corner of one of the
family towels. So—
both mother — and her
s — with • box of our emred towels, 8.98

Mother and the baby
are both hippy!
She's just received•
rayon crepe print
housecoat in the
baby's name, and
cooing with pride and adion. Wrap around or stepI.e. 116.90

°

TUES.& WED.
2 - BIG HITS - 2
This k on Aieherinc Record • Every Scene Photographed in Zones of Combat by
Men of this United States Navy • Photography Supevised by Captain Edward
J. Shichen. U. S. N. R,j U. Ccuick. 5, L Middleton, U. S. N.1 Li. Comdr. Dwight
tem U. & N.14 Plinio* de lacy • Narration Written by John Stuart &fur*,
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AYON SCARPS
Cool short sleeved shirts for
Are Mother's darcomfort. Shirred backs, Hap
only
lings
moppets—
pockets.Sturdy cotton poplin.
too young to go out
shopping? Then
Now's.Towneraft* Sport Shirts for Ripcord Cooloossi
Mother's Day is
gi
Pather's job! Hs may
Crisp pebbled rayon crepe sport shirts in soft,clear
ed the kids' &grim, but if
were dld enongb to go
°Okra and white. Flap pockets. Washes like newt
choose a scarf in a riot
color! 911c 81.0 I.% LONG SLEEVES

COMING!
MAY 17-18
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Dealers
File New Charges
With OPA

Increases in mine prices on
coal, effective May 1, to compensate in part for higher costs
resulting from recent wage adjustments have been announced
by the Office of Price Administration. The increases applicable
to coal sold in this area and
mined in the following districts
are:
District 7 (including parts of
Virginia and West Virginia),
26c a ton for all mines; District
8 (eastern Kentucky and northern Tennessee), 15c a ton for all
mines; District 9 (western Kentucky), 20c a ton for hand loading mines, 6c a ton for all other
mines.
Retail coal dealers are permitted to pass this increase on
to consumers. All dealers, except those in Louisville and Paducah, are required to file their
new prices with the district
OPA office within 10 days after
they take advantage of the increase. Louisville and Paducah
area
dealers operate under
orters and are not
quired to file their new prices
except on coals not priced in
the area orders.

In a letter from National Red
CrosS Headquarters, Washington, D. C., Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
has been advised that the Red
Cross has authorized use of its
funds to assist in special training of professional nurses to
teach Red Cross Home Nursing,
which will include instructions,
travel expenses, maintenance,
tuition and weekly allowances.
Professional inactive nurses are
urged to take advantage of this
opportunity. Information and application blanks can be obtained at the Home Service Red
Cross office in the courthouse,
Mrs. Tom Cash, a worker, said.

In Appreciation '

We wish to express our thanks
and appreciation to our relatives,
friends and neighbors for their
kindness and sympathy shown
to us during the illness and
death of our husband and father,
Sam P. McNary (colored) who
departed this life April 26, 1945;
Also donors of floral designs,
Morgan's Funeral
cars and
Home for their efficient services.
Mrs. Sam P. McNary, widow,
Mrs. Frances MtNary Henry,
ltp.
Daughter.
Mrs. T. J. Simmons was the
guest of Mrs. Carlton Linton in
Paducah several days last week.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

At The Churches

City Court Fines
$324 In April

Red Cross Will Pay
For Nurses' Training

Approval was given an expense budget of $3,082.21 for the
City
month of April at Monday's
all
by
attended
session,
Council
members with the Mayor presiding. Balances in the ,treasury
at the close of April, available
for operating expenses, aggregated $9,982.54, of total balances of

In Thanksgiving
For Victory. .

$14,198.25, as shown by report
of treasurer.
The . police court docket for
April showed 32 cases, with
fines and costs aggregating $416.
Police court collections for April
were $324.50. Reports showed
convictions were obtained in all
arraingments, all except three of
which were for violations qf the
local option law.

In compliance with the President's request that the day be
observed as a period of national prayer and thanksgiving for the
great victory of our fighting men in Europe and to pay our own
respects to our valiant heroes, we will be closed from

from 9 o'clock in the morning until
1 o'clock in the afternoon

ODGEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A. M. Mother's Day servreice. All who possibly can are
quested to sit with their mothers
in this service.
6:00 P. M. Youth Fellowship

service. Dittle Lowery di
the leader.
No evening service beck*
Baccalaureate service at
High School.
COBB BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham
preach at Cobb Sunday At
o'clock and at Cedar Muff
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Everybody Reads The Le

Brown-and-Whites
are Back!

yes
Camp C

ay
r aft
la 5 o'c
al w

IT'S TIME AGAIN.

Princeton Cream & Butter Company

for those smart white
shoes that give a neat,
well-groomed look to
a new season. We
have a wide selection
of sizes to fit you
perfectly. Also in allover white.

B. T. DAUM, Prop.

Everything For The Office
CARBON

PENCILS

DATERS

DESKS

RUBBER BANDS

CHAIRS

GEM CLIPS

CALENDARS

FILING CABINETS

LEDGERS

BLANK BOOKS

INK

FILING SUPPUES

PASTE

MIMEOGRAPHING
TYPEWRITER REPAIRING

CORNETTE'S
HOPKINSVILLE

$7.95

Baptist Church, later moving
his membership to the Otter
Pond Baptist Church.
OF COURSE
Mrs. George W. Talley
(Continued from Page One)
Mr. Childress married the
Funeral services for Mrs.
the Welfare of Mankind", and
former Amelia Boaz of this
THEY'RE
from which the Glasgow Hospi- George W. Talley, 76, well-known
county in 1886, and to this union
about
of
tal received a grant
resident of the Fredonia comwere born, all of
$90,000, matched by local funds munity, who died suddenly at five children
They are Ernest,
for building purposes, has ad- her home Friday, May 4, were whom survive.
of the homevised the local hospital corn- held - at the Fredonia Baptist Princeton; Leaton,
Nuchols, Mrs.
E.
V.
Mrs.
stead;
Sevison
Mr.
by
2:30
at
5,
headed
niittee
Church Saturday, May
of this county,
that its director is "Particularly o'clock, with the Rev. H. G. M. Fenton Taylor,
Adams, CeruSorry to report that building Hatler officiating, assisted by the and Mrs. Carter
lean. Two brothers, W. W., and
aspects of the fund's rural hospi- Rev. J. K. Langston.
five grandMrs Talley was preceded in Elbert, Princeton;
tal program have been discongrandson,
great
one
and
children
A
re1942.
in
wartime
husband,
to
death by her
tinued, due
strictions on materials, and that daughter, Mrs. J. N. Bailey, Pa- also survive.
Pallbearers were Herman
the fund's postwar program has ducah, died several years ago. A
Wyatt, Shellie
not been established as yet." It son, N. H. Talley, Princeton, and Oliver, Willie
Clint
had been hoped Princeton could two grandsons, N. H. Talley, Jr., Wyatt, Bernice Jones,
Music
White.
Shellie
Talley
and
George
Boaz
and
source,
Louisville,
this
obtain a grant from
was in charge of Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey, USN, survive.
toward building costs.
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CAYCE-YOST CO.
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• It's Playtime!
„ 4164- 7/4

The lovely ilsand of Guernsey is once more free
after nearly four years of Nazi occupation.
There for hundreds of years a peace loving
people pursued quiet, domestic life. And there
were bred for generations the ancestors of the
world-famous pure bred Guernsey Cattle, now
so popular in the United Stqtes.
In ridding this little island of German oppression,
a debt has been paid, for the farmers and
breeders of America owe much to the people
and history of Guernsey as the source of the
productive, pure bred cattle that bear its name.
This name it a household word in America in the
trade mark of GOLDEN GidERNSEY Milk and
this rich, wholesome food proves by its high
quality the years of pedigree and care that
stem back to the small Island in the English
Channel.
Guernsey is free. Guernsey folk can soon return
to their peaceful and fruitful wa; of life — a
way of life full of the merit which is reflected in
the healthful, rich GOLDeN GUERNSEY Milk on
American tables today.

A. H. Templeton'

NERVIIS TENSER

warm weather group at pint-sized prices.
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Seersucker Sun Suits

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
GOLDEN GUERNSEY
Mgr
BE SURE IT'S PASTEURIZED!
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your future security

present

protection against future losses.

Mark Cunningham, Agent
W. Marko: It

PRONE $I

PRINCETON, KY.'

GIFTS FOR BABY
Plastic Balls ..ollidthestitamme...50e & 69c
39e
Telephones
•
.........69c
.locks
......
99c
Tykie 'Dolls
$1.25
Comb and lkush Sets
795 & $1.25
Hangers

ARNOLD'S
Tot Shop

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
III

11.99
$2.99.

Hand Embroidered Batiste Slips 11.99
Hand Made Dresses
$3.99

Insurance. An analysts of your policies will help you plan
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White-Breadeleth Bun Suits
White Batiste Pinafores

FUTURE SECURITY
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William R. Brandon, 78, a
native of Trigg county, died at
the home of a relative here May
4, and funeral services were
held at Mt. Zion Church, Trigg
county, between Cerulean and
Cadiz, May 5 at 3 o'clock. He
had been living in St. Charles.

Let us give thanks at the appointed time for all the good
things which have been kept safe to our Nation and all peace
loving peoples of tIlrfstirth.
-
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Butler High School will entertain the 1945 graduates with the
Mrs. H. B. Crawley and little
Mr. and Mrs. William Troy
annual tea Thursday, May 10,
from 4 until 6 o'clock, at the daughter, Fredericka, Jackson, Creekmur, Princeton, on the
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Stevens, Don McChesney, Don the death of the latter's grand- ty have again surpassed their
Harrelson, Grayson Lee Harrel- mother, Mrs. G. W. Talley.
quota in a financial campaign,
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day Party
this time for funds with which
iday afternoon, May 4, from Assisting Mrs. Kercheval were IMesdarnes Charles Curry and to fight the spread of cancer,
5 o'clock, Ann Morton Mrs. H. C. Kercheval, Mrs. Frank Craig and Miss Pamelia Mr. Frank Wylie, chairman, reeval was guest of honor at Robert Drake, Mrs. Alton Tem- Gordon spent last week-end in ported this week. The Woman's
irthday party given by her pleton, Mrs. Grayson Harralson, Paducah as guests of Mrs. W. C. Club, sponsoring this drive, asker, Mrs. C. E. Kercheval, Mrs. C. C. Bishop and Mrs. Fred Moore.
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• ville street, observing Simons, of Madisonville.
Thjnal donations reported
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Mrs. Gid Shelby Fool left last included ;105 from Fredonia,
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week for Alamargodo N. M., where Miss Gwendyl Ordway
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used and the white birth- -/Mrs. Frank Wilson recently Where her husband is stationed was chairman; $33 from Cobb,
cake with red candles, entertained with a birthday in the U. S. Air Corps. He has and $30.15 from the Princeton
ed in blue, centered the party in honor of her son, Billy, recently been promoted to rank Negro unit. Mrs. Wylie said her
ng room table.
committee was especially pleasat their home in Crider. Present of first lieutenant.
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•es were played and con- were Gwen Fowler, Hugh Owen
ed with the splendid response of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ross, Maywinners were Carolyn Skees, Jimmie Beck,
the colored citizens here.
Robert
, Ann Kevil Morgan, Wilson Beck, Carolyn Ann Beck, field, Mrs. Jennie Love, Halls,
This is by far the largest
N.
Talley,
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H.
and
Alton
Tenn.,
and
• Deane Stephens
amount yet given in this county
David Dunbar, Sarah Jane
the
funeral
pleton, Jr. After the games, Myers, Tony Griffin, Judy Louisville, attended
to the Women's Field Army
group was entertained with Griffin, William Ralph Clift, of Mr. George W. Talley in Fre- fight an cancer and to the
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story
amusing
spread of information about
Junior Clift, Ann Riley, Laura
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pleton. Favors were party Kathryn Brown, Junior Brown,
detection and treatment of the
DayGraham,
D.
Thomas
Mrs.
, horns and flags. Following Elsie green, Aubrey Rogers,
dead disease in its early stages,
a
for
Saturday
ton, will arrive
Donnie Rogers, Joyce Rogers, visit with her parents, Mr. and the chairman said.
Betty Sue Ennis, Patricia Ennis Mrs. C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville
Miss Martha Shultz, music inand Billy Wilson.
street. Lieut. Graham, of the
High, spent
Army Air Corps, is Investigating structor at Butler
at her home in
week-end
last
Officer in the Judge Advocate
i_ottie Moon Circle
Hartford.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the General's office at Wright Field
First Baptist Church met at the and they have resided in Dayton
church Tuesday night, May 8, since their marriage. Enroute to
for their regular monthly meet- Princeton, Mrs. Graham will
visit Judge and Mrs L. K. Wood
ing, with 14 members present.
Present were Mesdames Cecil and Mrs. Chas. W. Allen, Jr., in
Smith, Buddy Loftus, Claude Anchorage.

Quota In Cancer
Drive Is Topped

white

a neat,
100k to
n. We
eCtiOn
it you
in all-

Koltinsky, Ernest Childress,
Robert Jacob, Alvin Lisanby,
Gordon Glenn, J. C. Arnold,
William Larkin, Paul Dorroh,
Mina Tom Ryan; Misses Mary
Wilson Baker, Gwen Booker and
Melville Young.
After a delicious pot luck
lunch, the meeting adjourned
in order for the group to attend
the V-E Day prayer service in
the church auditorium. The next
meeting will be held at the
home of Mrs. Paul Dorroh,
E d vi

Mrs. Jones Hostess
To So-Sew Club
Mrs. Sam Jones was hostess
to members of the So-Sew Club
at her home,on N. Jefferson
street Tuesday night, May 1.
Present were Mesdames John
Stinebaugh, Frank Wilson, Clyde
Kercheval and the -hostess.
A salad course was served,Ay
the hostess. The next meetfilig
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Clyde Kercheval.

Of course, you're remembering Mother on her
day (Sunday, May 13)--and you're going to
headquarters—her own favorite store for the
all-important "little" gifts that she loves best.
Something fashion-wise to wear—to lend charm
and color to her every costume—will please her
as nothing eke can. Come to BARNES and see
our so-big collection—at so kind-to-budget

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

,01,1111121111111111111111.1111111.1111.1...M

Pin and Faring Sets
$3.50 to $17.50

This is the old favorite because its pretty—beause it is filled with the plant a mother loves—
illed with home grown plants, real value—

Corsages
Regular Items: Mother would like plants for
er flower beds.

A. H. Templeton
103-W
FLORIST
103-J
Buy early—help us serve you better

A—
Dress
Hat
Costume Jewelry
Handkerchiefs
Belt
Botany Cosmetics
Umbrellas
Purses
Blouses
And mcmy other gifts too

Goldnamer's
'Prim:doe's Finest Delft. Store'

Richlieu Pearls
and Irdelles
$3.50 to $12.50

n•••••••
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Ky. Farm News

Dairy Payment
Rates Revised

to 2,500
flock from 600 iti 1944
this year.

Foor Bros. of Daviess county
100
estimate that rye seeded on
fall
last
acres of thin pasture
spring,
saved $1,000 in feed this
ed milk
and in addition increas
production from their 50-cow

Continuation of the dairy payment production program
through March, 1946, and rates
at which payments will be computed were announced April 27,
the Kentucky State AAA Committee advises.
Revised rates for Kentucky
are as follvws: For April, 60c a
hundredweight for whole milk
and 17c a pound for butter fat.
For the period of May 1
through June 30, 25c a hundredweight for whole milk and 10c
a pound for butter fat. For the
July-September quarter, 45c a
hundredWeight for whole milk
and 13c a pound for butter fat,
and for the next Six months,
October 1, 1945, through March
31, 1946, the rates for whole
milk will be 60c a hundredw2ight and for butter fat 17c a
pound.
Payments for April, May and
June will be made beginning

MOTHER
GOOSE

CONGRATULATIONS

ractuato /945
0.

tells

us

that

little

Miss Muf f et fairly
doted on what we call
nowadays cottage
cheese.
And many Miss Muffeta in real life today
areenjoyingthe
tempting, fresh flavor

You have reached a goal, but this goal is only a beginning.
Other goals are ahead of you. You will look back fondly upon
your Alma Mater and the companionships and friendships formed

rary.
ton
J. R. Wells of Livings
county, who has about 100
acres of eroded land he plans to
reforest, set more than 5,000
trees this spring.
Hoskle Goldberg of Fayette
county has increased his turkey

Construction Laborers
Needed

Pf
P011/1t. ET
v.

by

herd.
her
From cabbage grown in
garden last summer and stored
Fentress
in mounds, Mr. Delmer
heads
20
had
county
n
Grayso
of
remaining in March.
Carl Croft of Crittenden counhalf
ty is planting three and a
acres of lobloly and short-leaved pine and three acres of locust to check erosion.
Lee Stevens of Taylorsville,
Spencer county, sowed 100 acres
of alfalfa this spring.
Tunnel Hill and Flat Creek
Homemakers' Clubs in Bath
county have 25 magazines in
circulation and make frequent
use of the homemakers' lib-

D. Morgan, of the 'British Army,
MENT IN ITALY— t. Gen. W.
in the royal
SIGNING SURRENDER DOCUof
Northern Italy and Western Austriaman, Deputy
in
forces
n
Germa
der
surren
J. G. Sweet
signs instrument of
Standing, from left, are: Lt. Gen.
Italy.
,
Naples
commandof
near
staff
,
of
chief
Caserta
palace at
Alexander; Rear Adm. S. S. Lewis,A. Baker, chief of staff to
July 1.
secretary of Field Marshal Sir Harold
l G. B.
Marsha
Vice
;
waters
n
Africa
North
Lt. M. Vreavsky,
forces in
'Fhis program was initiated er of U. S. naval nder in chief, Mediterranean; Maj. Gen. A. P. Kislenko, Russia;
comma
headquarters. This is a
air
force
deputy
Allied
staff,
inof
chief
offset
to
deputy
in October, 1943,
Russia; Maj. Gen. L. L. Lemnitzer,
creases in dairy production British official photo. (AP Wirephoto).
costs and to make possible conway, actual processing time Poor Seed Costly
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s, Mrs. Henry Carter, canning, I cooked the head and Deen of the Agricultural ExperiGeorge, chairman of the Cald- son oversea
Homemakers' Club, feet, which took about an hour. ment Station, Lexington. He
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well County AAA, said. "The of the
, bought a pres- I had not only saved time, but urged that farmers get their
rates are revised from time to Gra/son county
she says, en- fuel. In one day I had done the money's worth by reading the
which,
cooker
sure
varial
seasona
time to reflect
in half canning that usually takes two," tags on the seed they buy, and
pork
can
to
her
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tions in production costs."
that they buy only good quality
said Mrs. Carter.
the time usually required.
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free of noxious weeds.
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The Madison County Farm
That sloping floors in farrowhad enough for
Bureau bought cooperatively 830 usual way and
cooker loads of ing houses save on an average
tons of tobacco fertilizer and four pressure
Processing of one pig per litter has been
each.
quarts
seven
corn
seed
265 bushels of hybrid
including the experience of farmers in
hours,
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time
for its members.
e up, Jefferson county.
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About 30,000 strawberry plants the time
h in eight
have been set in home gardens and I was all throug
Leader
hours. If I had canned the old Everybody Reads The
in Greenup county this year.
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J. L. Simmons Company
Charlestown, Indiana

Court for

and one half over 40 hours.
Work week 54 hours, time
will interview at
ntative
represe
Company
II you are steadily employed.
you may apply for a loan irons
us on just your signature. No
endorsers or co-makers re.
quired. Prompt service. Other
loan plans available. Come in
or phone.

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

rt ,l:raet
i
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banks

203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Friday, May 11, 1945
Those now employed in Essential
Industry need not apply.
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Anna May Nesmith, manager
Princeton, Kentucky
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For Two Years She Hardly
Knew What It Was To Be
Free Of Disease From
Indigestion States Mrs.
Haney. Eats Anything
Now.
"Retonga gave me such wonerful relief it is a pleasure to
ell others about this grand
medicine," declares Mrs. Lena
aney, well known business woman of 894 Kirldwood Ave.,
Atlanta, Ga., in adding her
ame to the thousands happily
raising this noted medicine.
iscussing her case Mrs. Haney
ratefully continued:
"For about two years I hardy knew what it was to be free
of distress from indigestion. I
arely ever ate a full meal, and
meal I would
after even a
suffer miserably from sour
stomach and gas pains that
ept me using home remedies
all the time. At night the slightest noise would wake me up and
I could not get back to sleep for
an hour or two. I was almost a
slave to laxatives, and I felt so
ad all the time that it was
surely a task to look after my
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Your Greatest Adventure
As you embark upon your greatest adventure, may we remind you that the sky
is the limit of your opportunities. Nothing,
we know, can stop you. With the unbounded
faith in your ability, a faith which we know
is shared by all the towns-people, we feel
sure that each of you will go forward to that
success which is ever the reward of those
who deserve it. CONGRATULATIONS!
Mrs. Lena Haney
business.
"Retonga gave me grand relief.
My appetite is good and I never
think of distress from indigestion. I sleep splendidly, and I
have discarded those harsh
laxatives. I feel fine. Retonga
is the grandest medicine I ever

Philip Stevens

belts dri
ft. din. pull
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in. pulley
24 in. pulley
12 in. wood s
12 in. steel
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1-12/16 in. ....
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saw."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient
flaw of digestive juices in the
stomach, and loss of appetite.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store. (adv.)

I in. wood
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elevator wood
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ofourdelicious
Creamed Cottage
Cheese and benefiting
by its health-building
proteins, equal in
every way to those of

in school. Many of these friendships will be strengthened as the
years go by. As for us, it is our hope that we will always enjoy
your friendship. We hope, too, that the happiness of this moment

At graduation time you come face to
face with the promise of a broader life and
newS hopes. May you realize the fondest of
your hopes. We have a hope, too. May we

meat.

will not be too soon lost, but that your graduation will mark g new

No, mother, it's not
rationed. ... Call 161

era of happiness for you.

for home delivery.

Princeton
Creamery

Kentucky Rendering Works

continue to be of genuine service to you.
Aim High!
In sending you this congratulatory message, may we be pardoned for reminding you
that there is only a hairline between celebrity and mediocrity, but miles of difference
between them financially. So let your aim at
all times be to excel in whatever you do.
That is the sure recipe for success. And
remember our best wishes are with you always.

Need.
AXAT I

Sula and Eliza Nall

Illock4trou
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243suallY the
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TODAY

(G. W. TOWERY, owner)

Remember
and
A Glorious Occasion

Mere words can never tell of the matchless devotion and love of Mother.
Nor do we need a symbol to remind us of that unselfishness to which she
and all other mothers have dedicated their lives. To them it was a privilege and all that they asked was a smile or one small word of praise. Today when the world seems so far removed from that gentleness that she
taught it is fitting that we pay tribute to her. This we do in all
humiliy remembering that it is Mother who rules the world yesterday
. always.
... today...

The doors of your school are closing behind you, and yet this glorious occasiotiPof
your graduation is called "commencement
exercises." Because it is really the beginning. Real life for you starts here. We are
happy and prouil to see all of you off to a
good start, and hope that today's happiness
and hope will nourish ambitions that will be
amply realized as time goes on.

y Store

'Act Now!'
We salute you and congratulate You,
boy and girl graduates of 1945. Opportunity
is ahead of you. Grasp it. And right here the
words of the great philosopher, • William
James, might fit in nicely. He said: "No
matter how full a reservoir of maxims one
may possess, and no matter how good one's
sentiments may be, if one his not taken advantage of every concrete opportunity to
act, one's character may remain entirely unaffected for the better. With mere good intentions, hell is proverbially paved." So put
those good intentions to work, boys and girls.
And here's wishing you the best of luck!

Last Well Tire Rebuilders

Heartiest Congratulations To The Graduates 01 19451

The Lillie F. Mur
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Cornick Oil Co.

211 N. Harrison St.
Phone 559

Beesley Bldg.
Princeton, Ky.
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

he District Court Of The United
ates For The Western District
Of Kentucky At Paducah
OTTER, ET AL.
Plaintiff.

CIVIL ACTION NO. 104
NOTICE OF SALE

HOOK CORPORATION
Defendant. irtue of a judgment and
f sale of the United States
Court for the Western
of Kentucky, Paducah
, rendered at the Novemm thereof, 1943, in the
cause, I shall proceed to
r sale at the Courthouse
Princeton, Kentucky, to
hest and best bidder, at
auction, on Monday, the
y of May, 1945, at the
f 11:00 o'clock A.M. (bedwell County Court day)
credit of six (6) months,
owing property, to-wit:
SONAL PROPERTY
rsoll Rand Co. Air
pressor, including aculator, Imperial Type

Ut

Sawed Ties . Not Found
banks-Morse wagon
Not Found
1 Oil Storage Tank,
0 gal. for oil for
'ne
water tank 16x16
nd in the garage of S.
rook)
1 water cooling tank
el underground oil
Not Found
ge tank
drums - 50 gal. capaciNot Found
ch
banks-Morse Air Cornor and Engine, ining 2 air accumulators
purifier and storage
for lubricating F. M
el Fngine
H.P.F.M. Deisel Enpulleys and belting
banks-Morse
generaand belt driven by F.
eisel Engine
kelford tables, strings,
ys and driving line
, shaker tables for
rating lead, zinc and

t

94

tO
and

of
we

belts driving tables
. dia. pulley split wood
. instead of 18 ft)
in. pulley split steel
Not Found
. pulley split steel
Not Found
. wood split pulleys
. steel split pulley
4 Not Found
lings in line shaft
16 in.
Not Found
16 in. line shafts
'
Not Found
. wood split pulley
. wood split pulleys
ator wood split pulleys
ft. miscellaneous pipe
to 6 in. dia
Not Found
alo Blower
rsville Foundry Co.
ifugal water pump,
1 uding pulley and
dation and well No good
Net Found
belt
van Jack Hammer
d in Crook's garage)
rsoll Jack Hammer
d in Crook's garage)
Not found
Belts
elting CanNot found
r belt elevators Not found
et type
eluding plungers, rod
screens, line shaft
ulleys (only two found)
eyor, cot shaft and
Not found
ys
. main drive

Need'a

XATIVE?

all

ack-Draught is
ually prompt
ually thorough
aye economical

.00
Vile OM, MS •11.Cre•

belt
Not found
1 8 in. Belt
Not found
1 line shaft complete with
eccentrices bearings and
pulley, 6 plungers
1 Ditto
1 Ditto, 1 eccentric and 1
plunger gone
3 Coarse jig boxes -6 compartments each and 6 wells
each, complete
1 Mill Building
1 lot, piping, valves, fittings
and jugs for each corse
jug unit (listed with two
thousand miscellaneous
pipe)
1 Tumble screen consisting
of various size screens
'1 10 H.P.F.M. Oil engine,
stored
I Post drill
No good
2 Sets Cartersville r o 11 s,
stamps, springs, pulleys,
etc. arranging for wet
grinding
1 6 in. belt
Not found
1 Tell City Iron works
crusher
1 cenveyor belt
-Not found
1 8 in. belt
Not found
1 set of 8 - rolls for supports this conveyor belt
or carriage oils
Not found
2 Stoves (Cannon)
1 6 H.P. upright F.M. engine
- gasoline driven Scrap
1 Meyers plunger pump
Also the following machinery
located at the different mines in
Caldwell County, Kentucky, viz:
Mines No. 1
1 Rock Crusher
Not found
1 25 H.P. "Y" FairbanksMorse Engine (Located at
Mine No. 3)
Mine No. 2
1 Emerson Brandinghouse
hoist
1 Dump car
Not found
Mine No. 3
1 150 H.P.M. Sullivan Belt
Driven Air Compressor
1 Freeman heist - United
Iron Works
I lot Forge Shop Tools
1 air driven drill sharpener
1 37% H.P. FairbanksMorse oil driven engine
(found on the Nelson property)
2 C - Air accumulators
I Dump Car
1 lot pipe fittings
Mine No. 4
1 Square water
Not found
tank
1 500 F.P.M. Ingersoll Rand
A i r Compressor, steam
driven, Imperial type 10
1 Dump car
1 150 H.P. Steam boiler horizontal
1 8x7 English Iron works
hoist
Mine No. 7
1 Freeman Hoist
1 Boiler
No good
Mine No. 9
I Freeman Hoist (on Mcneeley Property) (Hole, no
mine.)
At all Mines
18 No. Rails 25 tons more or
Not found
less
All the mineral rights in the
following tracts:
SECOND: "All of the mineral
rights of whatsoever nature, with
ingress and egress to same, lying
upon or under two certain tracts
or parcels of land located and being in Caldwell County, Kentucky, on the waters of Livingston Creek, bounded and described as follows:
"Beginning at a stone on the
West side of a land between T.
0. Jones and Will Brown, 150
(One Hundred Fifty) feet south
of the digging of the Old Bayrite Mineral Vein; thence with
a line of Will Brown and T. 0.
Jones, N. 7% E to two hickories,
corner between T. 0. Jones and
Will Brown; thence with Emma
Morgan and T. 0. Jones line N
85 W 88 poles; thence with same
line N. 88 W. 14 poles to a stone
with post oak and sugar tree
pointers; thence same course
30 poles to a corner to what is
known as the J. C. Lowery and
J. B. Hewlett land, thence N 87
W 257 feet to an elm; thence N

3 E 958 feet to a stone, in Cole's taining 80 acres more or less."
spanish oak stump (gone), thence
(d) Beginning on a stone, N 90 E 17% poles to a stake;
line, with black walnut pointer;
/
2 E thence N. 9 W. 168 poles to a
thence N 74 W 268 feet to a original corner; thence N 31
271
/
2 poles to a stone set on W white oak 5th corner of Daniel
hickory; thence, South 1% E 1429 bank of ditch; thence N 851
/
2 W A. Tosh survey; thence S. 40 W
feet to a stone, Travis
and 168 poles to a stone on public 80 poles to a white oak; thence
Lowery corner, in line of sassa- road; with same S 5 W 72 poles S. 29 poles to a white; thence S.
fras; thence continuing in same to a stunin or original white oak 34 E. 107 poles to the beginning,
course 150 feet (One Hundred corner; thence S 831
/
2 E (old containing 50 acres, more , or
Fifty feet) beyond the Bayrite calls) 39 poles to the stone less." Conveyed to S. L. Crook
Mineral Vein, or far enough so as thence N 2 W 22 poles to a stone, Corporation by Alfred Davis et
to include all mineral within Beavers' and Lowery's corner; al., July 1930, D. B. 62, page 138.
said vein; thence following the now Hugh Tosh corner; thence
IV
mineral vein in an eastward N 6 W 271
/
2 poles to a double
"A tract of land lying and becourse at the foregoing specified locust; thence S 86 E 137 poles to ing in the County of Caldwell,
distance to the beginning, and the beginning, containing 33 State of Kentucky, on the waters
Is the same mineral rights con- acres, more or less."
of Donaldson Fork of Livingston
veyed from J. C. Lowery and
The above four tracts were Creek, bounded as follows: Bewife, T. 0. Jones by deed dated conveyed to the S. L. Crook ginning at a white oak, ash and
Feb. 18th, 1925, of record in Corporation by Alfred Davis & double dogwood at the interCaldwell County Court Clerk's c by deed dated October 10th, section of Beavers Line N. 30 E.
office. In Deed Book 54, page 1939, and recorded in D. B. 62, 56 poles to a white oak and
484; also by deed from J. B. page 142 & c.
hickory in Morgan's line; thence
Hewlett and wife to T. 0. Jones
SIXTH: "A certain lot or with same N. 75 W. 208 poles to
by deed date October 16th, 1926 parcel of land lying and being in a hickory and walnut, his corner,
of record in Caldwell County Caldwell County, Kentucky, on passing two white oaks marked
Court Clerk's Office, in Deed the waters, of Livingston Creek, as corner trees at 63 poles;
Book No. 57, page 182 etc.
bounded and described as fol- thence S. 45 W. 3 poles to a
*The, second parties shall have lows:
white oak in Miller and Dodds
sufficient surface fit said lands
Beginning .at a small dogwood, line; thence with their line S.
as may be necessary and con- black oak and hickory pointers 55 E. 50 poles to a white oak
venient for prospecting, mining S 841
/
2 E 263 poles to a stake; S and black gum, their corner in
operations, road ways, storing 65 W 2 poles to a stone; N 75 W Rankin's line; thence with same
and use of water, for machinery, 102 poles to a white oak, corner S. 62 No. 150 poles to the beginwashers, shafts, open cut work, of Beavers field; N 731
/
2 W 143 ning except 10 acres of the above
to erect thereon all buildings, poles to a hickory, walnut and boundary conveyed to James
necessary for works, except can white oak on north side of a sink, Tosh by C. T. McNeeley and
not erect mills or buildings to be N 2 E 47 poles to the beginning, Florence McNeeley by deed datused as dwellings, and is not to containing 341
/
2 acres, more ed February 20th 1918, of record
have ingress and egress to the or less." Same as conveyed In Deed Book No. 57 Page 614,
property or workings through to the S. L. Crook Corporation by Caldwell County Clerk's Office."
first parties bottom field.
Alfred Davis et al., D. B. 62, Same conveyed to S. L. Crook
Second parties are to have the page 142 &c., deed dated October Corporation by Alfred Davis et
right at any and all times to re- 19th, 1929.
al. October 10, 1929, D. B..62,
move therefrom or thereunder
Also the surface and fhtneral page 142, &C.
any and all machinery, pipes, rights, together in the following
V
washers and buildings they may tract. This tract is subject to the
"A tract of land in Caldwell
place, or erect thereon or there- mortage of V. J. Alexander and Count y, Kentucky, on the
under the within described land." wife in the amount of approxi- waters of Livingston Creek, beSame conveyed as above by mately $13,000.00, more or less:
ginning on a Spanish oak, John
Alfred Davis &c. to the S. L.
FIRST: A certain tract, piece Hannah's corner; thence S. 32 W.
Crook Corporation, by Deed or parcel of land, situated lying 100 poles to a white oak; thence
dated October 10th, 1929, D. B. and being in Caldwell County, S. 29 E. 75 poles to a red oak;
62, page 142 & c.
Kentucky, about three miles in a thence N. 47 E. 136 poles to a
THIRD: A tract of land situ- Northerly direction from Crider, white oak on a drain in said
ated and being in Caldwell Coun- Kentucky and adjoining what is Hannah's line; thence with same
ty, Kentucky and bounded and known as Good Spring Church N. 58 W. 106 poles to the begindescribed as follows:
property, and being more parti- ning, containing 60 acres, more
"Beginning on a stone near a cularly described as follows, to- or less." Same conveyed to S. L.
sink, corner to W. P. Sherrell, wit:
Crook Corporation by Alfred
thence with his line N. 38 W 82
The same tract of land that Davis et al., October 10, 1929,
poles to a stone; thence S. 46 was conveyed to the S. L. Crook D. B. 62, Page 142, etc.
E. 72 poles to a stone at a gate; Corporation by V. J. Alexander
VI
S. 62 W. 91 poles to a white and wife by deed November 6th
"A certain tract or parcel of
oak; S. 30 W. 28 poles to a 1931, and recorded in Deed land lying and being in Caldwell
post oak; S 17 W. 19 poles to a Book 64, page 286-287.,in the County, Kentucky, on the waters
spanish oak; S 21 W. 40 poles to Caldwell County Court Clerk's of Livingston Creek, bounded as
a stone, N 70 W 931
/
2 poles to a office, to which reference is follows: Beginning at a stone at
stone, corner to Sherrell; thence here made for a more particular the crook of the road in Lowery's
with his line N 581
/
4 E 63 pores description by metes and bounds, land and corner to lot No. 1;
to the beginning, containing 861
/
4 containing 326.77 acres more or thence with the road N. 89 E.
acres, more or less." Conveyed to less.
521
/
2 poles to a stone in the center
S. L. Crook Corporation by
And the following described of same, corner to lot No. 5;
Alfred Davis et al., October 10th property including the land and thence with said lot N. 71
/
2 E.
1929, D. B. 62 page 142 & c.
all of the mineral and other 1261
/
2 poles to an elm and stone
FOURTH: "A tract or parcel rights in and to same:
with hickory pointers; corner
of land lying and being in CaldEight certain tracts of land, to same; thence N. 87 W. 191
/
2
well County, Kentucky, and part situated and being in Caldwell poles to a hickory with 2 hickorof the land of Washington Ray, County, Kentucky:
ies and dogwood pointers, corner
dec'd bounded as follows:"
to lot No. 1; with same S. 71
/
2 W.
One of the 12 tracts conveyed
"One certain tract, piece or 19 poles to a rock with elm,
to S. L. Crook Corporation by parcel of land lying and being sugar tree and hickory pointers,
Alfred Davis & C by deed dited in Caldwell County, Kentucky, corner to same; with same N. 87
October 10th, 1929, of record in bounded as follows: Beginning W. 33 poles to a stone in Lowery's
Deed Book 62 page 142 & C con- on a stone corner to Ed Gueis; line; thence with same N. 744 W.
taining 30 acres more or less, thence N. 501
/
2 E 17 poles with 113 poles, 10 links to the beginand is a part of the Washington Dr. Griffin's line to a stake, ning, containing 40 acres, more
Ray, deceased, land.
corner to same in I.C.R.R. or less." Same conveyed to S. L.
FIFTH: "Four certain tracts or Thence with same N. 56% W. 13 Crook Corporation by Alfred
pieces or parcels of land, situated poles; N. 55 W 12 poles; N. 60 W. Davis et al., Oct. 10, 1929, D. B.
and being in Caldwell County, 9 poles to a stake; S 301
/
2 W. 133
/
4 62, page 142.
Kentucky, bounded and describ- poles to a stake; thence S. 501
/
2
VII
ed as follows:
E. 28 poles to the beginning, con"Beginning at a stone and
(a) Beginning at a small dog- taining 2 acres and 130 square hickory corner to M ahl on
wood with black oak and hickory rods, more or less." Conveyed to Lowery's land;''thence S 744 W.
pointers; running thence N 2 E S. L. Crook Corporation by 6 poles, 15 links to a stone,
13 poles to a white oak, corner to Alfred Davis et al., July, 1930, D. thence S 87 E 33 poles to a rock
the D. M. Maxwell, dec'd place; B. 62, page 138.
with elm, sugar tree and hickory
thence with the Maxwell line S
II
pointers; thence N 71
/
2 E. 19 poles
"A certain tract or parcel of to a hickory with two hickories,
851
/
4 E 39 poles to a stake or
stone with three dogwood point- land lying and being in Caldwell sugar tree and dogwood pointers; N 6 W 22 poles to a stone County, Kentucky, near or in ers, J. D. Pa-r's line; thence with
with sassafras pointers; S 54 E Crider, Kentucky, bounded as same N 87 W 113 poles to a dead
248 poles to a stake or stone follows: Beginning on a stone or post oak, corner to Mahlon
corner; thence N 641
/
4 W 263 stake in center of drain, thence Lowery's land; thence with
poles to the beginning, contain- in a Northwest direction about same S 79 E 89 poles to the being 33 acres, more or less."
458 feet to a cherry tree, corner; ginning containing 8 acres, more
(b) Beginning at a hickory, thence in a Northeastern direct- or less, and said two tracts of
Wigginton's corner; with his ion about 258 feet to a stake or land are known as the W. J.
line S 281
/
4 E 121 poles to a white stone in the I.C.R.R. right of Brown land, on said mineral
oak and hickory; Lowery's way; thence with the I.C.R.R. Co. faults." Same conveyed to S. L.
corner; thence with his line N 54 right of way about 150 feet to Crook Corporation by Alfred
W 151 poles to a stake in said T. H. Riley's west line in a Davis et al., October 10, 1929, D.
line, two small hickories and southern direction about 318 B. 62, page 142.
persimmon pointers; thence N 75 feet to a stake or stone in a
VIII
E 68 poles to the beginning, con- drain; thence in a west direction
"First tract: Beginning at a
taining 25 acres, more or less." about 87 feet to the beginning stake, James H. Brights corner
(c) Beginning on an elm, S. B. corner." Conveyed to S. L. Crook in Urey Williamsons line, on the
Wigginton's line; thence S 20 Corporation by Alfred Davis North side of the Eddyville
poles to a white oak and Spanish et al., July 1, 1930, D. B. 62, Road; thence with Bright's line
oak; thence S 62 W 22 poles to a page 138.
W. 66-2/5 poles to Bright's, W.
dogwood, hickory and chickapin
III
L. Williamson's and Cartwright's
oak at spring; thence S 12 W 32
"A certain tract of land in line, in the center of the road;
poles to a hickory on a branch; Caldwell County, Kentucky on thence S 121
/
2 W 52% poles to a
thence W a straight line so as to the waters of Donaldson Creek, stake in the center of the road;
intersect the line of John near Good Springs Church and thence with another of CartLowery; thence with Lowery's bounded as follows: Beginning wright's lines S 60 W 173
/
4 poles
line and a line of the original at the most southern corner of to a stake, thente S. 86 W. 7%
survey to the beginning, con- the Daniel A. Tosh survey, at a poles to McClelland Calvert's

TOcame suavecito...Have a Coca-Cola
(MAKE IT MELLOW-)

FOR SALE
11 Apartment Dwelling-

5 Ong

utiful location.

'No

corner; thence with Calvert's
line S 1844 W 52 poles and 7 feet
to a stone thence with another
of Calvert's line S 121
/
2 W 74
poles and 14 feet to a stone,
Pidcock's corner; thence with
Pidcock's line N 871
/
2 E 51%
poles to Jess Williamson's, thence
with Williamson's line N 361
/
2E
32 poles to a stake; thence with
another of Williamson's lines N
20 E 34 P. to James Bright's
line, same course continued 111
peles to the beginning, containing 751
/
2 acres more or less.
"Second tract: Also a small
tract of land containing 71
/
2 acres, which is included in the above
boundary. Conveyed to S. L.
Crook Corporation by S. L.
Crook and wife, R. E. Crook, by
deed dated the 3rd day of September 1934, and recorded in
Deed Book 35, page 39, and conveyed to the S. L. Crook Corporation by Deed recorded D. B. No.
63, page 441."
IX
Also all of the mineral rights
in and to all fluor spar, zinc,
lead, iron, oil, gas, and all other
minerals, on or under the tract
of land hereinafter described,
together with the right of ingress
and egress, to same, with sufficient surface right to sink
shafts, erect building, lay pipe
lines on or under same, and to do
any and all things necessary to
carry 'on a general mining business on or under same; said
tract of land lying and being in
the northeastern part of Caldwell County, Kentucky, about
three miles from Crider, bounded and described as follows:
"A certain tract, piece or
parcel of land lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky,
described as follows: Beginning
at two hickories on a hill, thence
N 5 E 50 poles to a black and
post oak, thence N 60 W with
Cash's line 157 poles to three
sugar trees and a hickory near
the bank of a creek, S 15 poles
to a white oak, S 40W 80 poles
to a white oak, S 29 poles to a
white, S 34 E 107 poles to a dead
Spanish Oak, N 80 E 100 poles to
a white oak, N 673
/
4 E. 49 poles
to the beginning, containing 150
acres, more or less." Same conveyed to S. L. Crook Corporation
by Alfred Davis, et al., July 1,
1930, D. B. 62, page 138.
(It appears that tract No. 9 is

a duplication of Tracts No. 3 and
4)
or sufficient amount of the foregoing property to produce the
sum of money ordered to be
made, amounting to $18,890.01
as to the debt, with 51
/
2 percent
Interest thereon from the 22nd
day of June 1942 until paid, and
the cost of this action.
The purchaser may elect to
pay cash at the time of the sale
or may execute bond payable to
the undersigned special commissioner, with good and approved surety, or sureties, bearing
6% interest from the date of sale
until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment, and
said bond to be due and payable
six months from date of sale.
The bidders at the time of the
sale will be prepared to comply
promptly with the foregoing
terms.
This the 20th day of April,
1945.
E. PALMER JAMES,
Special Commissioner.

Don't Neglect Slipping

FALSE TEETH

rl

Paris
Telephone equipment
installed by the Germans in
France has been giving efficient service to the U. S. Army
Signal Corps.
The Germans left most the
equipment intact but were careful to remove or smash the vacuum tubes essential to the repeaters, which overcome the
weakening of the voice currents
over miles of wire.
Two American firms replaced
the tubes in several weeks'
time.
Everybody Reads The Leader
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Work WellFor You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter front the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acid' and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning.scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warn, that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dicainew, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nighta, swelling.
Why not try Doases Palo? You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Dean's stimulate the lune.
tion of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous wast• from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doam's today. Use with confidence.
At all drug stores.

"Sure, I could use a new car
as soon as the war is over."

DOAN'SPILLS

Soldiers On Thel
Home Front
r

Telephone Line ,Has
A New Party Now

Do false teeth drop, slip or wabble
when you talk, eat, laugh or sneeze?
Don't be anno>ed and embarrawod by
such handicaps. FASTEETH, an alk•.
Ilne loon-acid) powder to sprinkle on
your plates, keeps false teeth more
firmly set. (lives confident feeling of s•.
curity and added comfort. No gummy,
gooey, paaty taste or feeling. Oat FABTEETH today at any drug store.

Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory. ,
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

"But let's face facts: I may
not get a new car for 2 or 3
years after victory I It's tough,
but..."
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Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone - David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
Vi@f-gE1-019.1SINTRWEINY

r

Plant
With
Confidence
Under good conditions or bad, your Funk's
"G" Hybrid will produce more and better corn
for you. Under good conditions Funk's "G"
makes the most of the favorable factors to produce record yields.
If you have an unfavorable season, weatherproofed "G" Hybrids are real protection for
you. "Bred to beat the Elements," these famous
strains actually make some of their best records
when the'"breaks" are against them.

You.
unity
e the
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Page Seven

"After all, my Gulf man's on
my side! And he says if I treat,
my car regularly with Gulfpride* and Gulflexts, it can
last well beyond V-Dayl" .

"What's more, I believe him,
because I know he gives the
finest lubrication I can get
anywhere! Yen, sir, I'm betting my car will lastl"

*GULFPRIDE
FOR YOUR MOTOR
An oil that's TOUGH in
capital letters ... protects
against carbon and sludge!

**GULFLEX
FOR YOUR CHASSIS
Knocks out friction at up
to 39 vital chassis points!
Protection ELisl

Onel .

tO
Y 1111.
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girt"'

So plant, with confidence, Funk's "G" Hybrids.

cellent repairs and will
in good return on investment-80 x 279-

John E. Young
Insurance And Real Estate

•••a good neighbor policy in Acapulco
Down beyond the Rio Grande, the friendly invitation Hove 4
Cake meets the same warm response as here at home. Your
American fighting man knows that to offer Coca-Cola is an inter-

3
0

Claude Robinson

national passport to refreshmenr sad friendly companionship in
many foreign lands.
DOTTLII0 UNDO AUDIOORY Of MS COCA-COLA COMPANY ST

10PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

(John Deere Dealer)
ilopkinaville Road
Prineeton,

Phone 127-J
Kentucky

1
r
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In South Pacific

Sgt. Luther D. Oliver Freed
From Prison In Germany
Sgt. Luther D. Oliver, recentad reported to be in a German
prison camp, after being reported missing • since December 16,
has advised his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Carter Oliver, that he has
been freed, and expects to return to the United States in May.
• • •

Pfc. Barney Linton To
Be Hospitalized In US

Pfc. Barney Linton, son of Dr.
and Mrs. F. T. Linton, who was
twice wounded while fighting in
Germany, is being sent to the
United States for further hospitalization, his parents were advised this week. Pfc. Linton was
his
operated upon, following
second battle wounds, in a British hospital.

• • •
Plane Of Missing Pilot
Shot Down Over Germany

In a letter from the War Department, Mrs. Clifton Enoch,
the former Margeurite Wylie,
was informed her husband's
plane, a P-51 Mustang, of which
he was fighter pilot, had been

been overseas the last 16 months
He spent nine months in England, and while there visited
London. He has been to Brussels,
Lillie and Paris and says Parts
Is the most beautiful city he has
seen since he has been in the
Army.

Card Of
Appreciation

IF'E.it
1) \IF o v

RM 2/C R. A. Adams, USN,
son of Mrs. Ada Adams, 112 S.
Harrison street, is serving somewhere in the South Pacific.

The Princeton's Woman's Club desires to express
its appreciation for the generous support accorded the
recent campaign for Control of Cancer, sponsored by the
Club, closing April 30.
Contributors in city and county are to be commended for their generous support of the fund, inasmuch
as the Club was enabled to oversubscribe its goal.
Especially do we wish to thank the Princeton
lodges, Rotary Club, Cumberland Shirt Factory employees,
Eastside School, and the Kentucky Whip and Collar
Company, and each and every individual who contributed
financially or otherwise, to the success of the campaign.
Because it will be impossible to publish the
hundreds of names of new members in the Field Army
of the American Cancer Society, names will be posted on
bulletin board in County Court House.
(Signed)

Mrs..C. H. Joggers, Pres. Woman's Club
Mrs. Frank Wylie, County Chairman
Mrs. Jessie Pool, Treasurer
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Secretary
Cancer Control Committee

shot down over Germany. Lieutenant Enoch has been missing in
action since March 19.
• • •

Sgt. Reg Lowery And
wife Home For Visit
T/Sgt. Reginald Lowery, U.S.
MC., and Mrs. Lowery, El Centro, Calif., are visiting her mother, Mrs. Blanche Hobgood, S.

...TOPS FOR QUAUTY
Pepei-Cols Company,I,eng Um!C.40 N.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
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Porch or Lawn
ROCKERS
a..

ion provided by

LAWN CHAIRS
Unfinished lawn chair. Sturdily built, folding type.

Wood Gliders
Fancy

awning stripe. Sturdily
built. Natural finish frames.
Why not resolve, this year, to

Fancy awning stripe. Sturdily built. Natural finish frames.

$5.95

$5.95

$3.95

CLOTHES DRYERS
Why uset the old clothes line? Dry your clothes the
modern way. Sturdily bqt, folding type,,Can be used
indoors or outdoors.

Take your first step in your
purchase of this fine wood glider. Well made, built to stand
sun and rain. Natural finish.

These boards are made of nice
smooth wood. Well constructed.
Folding type.

FOR SALE-Fine Black Jersey
Bull two years old, not registered or dehorned. F. T.
ltp.
Gracey, Eddyville, Ky.

BATTERIES
For All Cars sig
ojeit 411.
r

E. L DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
CO., INC.,
At The
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
On Construction Of A
"Rocket Powder Plant"
In Southern Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time aid
one half in excess of forty.

United States
Employmert Service

Western Auto
Associate
Store
Home Owned
And Operated
by
JOE P. WILCOX

Hiawatha Coleman, MGR.

Or two passenger car tires recapped

are well made. Natural wood finish, folding type. Just the thing for the house or outdoor use.
These yards

The kind of a carriage every
mother is proud to own. All
$6.95
metal frames, metal wheels,
heavy rubber tires. These carAUTO SEATS
riages are truly built for. com- Metal frames. Solid
and fancy seats. Sturdily built.
fort. Nationally known brands,
the
Take
baby
a
for
ride in one of these comfortable
such as Welsh and Thayer.
seats.

$19.95 to $39.50

$3.95

Jordan Furniture Co.
ineerneveted

"Hopkinsville's

Furnishers"

4.0.1111.011iiiiiiiiiii

Special Value
1.95

3.95

RAYON SUMMER PANTS

Just 78 Pairs
Mens Rayon
PantsSlightly
Faded
Slack - Model
Pleated - Front
Open - Bottom
25c Charge For
Finishing Or
Alterating

6.25 exch.

PLAY YARDS

floor.

IM111•1

Mae 21
Princeton. By.

•1444

100 Amp.
For Most Con

$8.95

PLAY PENS

Well coristEucted. Natural wood finish, with

Fredonia, Ky.

John E. Young A

Where Your Pant ;$ Rave More Cents

Written 18 Mos. Guarantee
Transportation Advanced
Get a WIZARD for long
and dependability!
Room and board available on Forlife
cars, glass separaproject Site for employees only tors. most
24 mos. guarantee. Exchg.
Company representative will in.
$7.25
terview Every Monday and Tees
Chrys. 38-41; Buick 36-37; etc.
day and hire at
18 mos. guarantee. Exch.
$625

War Manpower
Commission

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

Finkel's Fair Store

$10
Reward

22
4

Quality Nursery Needs
BABY CARRIAGES

FOR SALE: One Delco light
plant, complete; also, one pair
of black horses, 4 and 6 years
old, weighing about 1,500
pounds each, well broke. Joe
21p
H. Darnell, Cedar Bluff.

IRONING BOARDS
$4.95 & $5.95

efr- 11111•V•
41:

FOR SALE: 1935 Dodge Pick-up
truck; good tires-priced right.
•
Also a 650x15 tire. Cor
ltc
Co.

Construction
Labores
Neededr

Every Monday and Tuesday
8:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
203 East Ninth Street
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

$1.98 up

make your porch and lawn more
comfortable and inviting than
it has ever been before?

$16.75

DECK CHAIRS

Sgt. John Eison, who is in
Belgium with the Transportation
Corps, writes his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Eison, he is getting

Wm. M. YOUNG

Administrator's Notice
All persons having claim*
against the estate of the late J.
E. Corley, deceased, will please
present same to Alvin Lisanby
by June I, and all persons knowing themselves Lo be indebted to
the same estate will please come
forward promptly and settle
same with me.
Alvin Lisanby, Administrator,
Estate of J. E. Corley.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Two-weeks-old buff
Orpington chickens. Call 531-J.
ltp.

Sgt. John Eison Writes
Parents From Belgium

A Few Dollars Do
Wonders at Jordan's
the fabric,
which is secured only at the
two ends. Folds up cornpartly into small space. .
Strong and sturdy.
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In Graves county, a total of
185 acres of green-wrap tomatoes will be grown by 100 farmers this year; 4-Hers will grow
85 acres of strawberries.

Unit Plaque. Pfc. Pool was
graduated from Butler High FOR SALE-One complete preSchool -In 1943. His brother,
war bed room suite. Write
Lieut. Gid S. Pool, is a fortress
P. 0. Box 46 for more inforpilot at a New Mexico air field.
St.
mation.
Sgt. And Mrs. Jack Nichols Pfc. Pool has served more than
house;
room
FOR SALE-Seven
11 months overseas.
Visiting Parents Here
• • •
Modern Conveniences. For
.Sgt. Jack Gordon Nichols and
,
2tp.
information, Call 125.
Mrs. Nichols, the former Dorothy Lieut. C. M. McChesney
Jones, will arrive Friday for a On 84-Day Combat Duty
Sales
Auto
Princeton
STOP-At
visit with their parents, Mr. and
Lieut. C. M. (Billy) McChesfor washing, greasing and tire
Mrs. J. B. Jones, Franklin street, ney has written his aunt, Mrs.
repairing. Washington street,
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols, Charles Curry, Eagle street,
tfc
Phone 87.
Star Route 6. Sergeant Nichols is that his division took a five-day
stationed at Camp Claibourne, rest after being on combat duty FREE: If Excess acid causes you
La.
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indi84 days. Lieutenant McChesney's
• • •
gestion? Heartburn, Belching,
division entered with the first
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
Pfc. James E. Pool's Unit
troops in the invasion of the
get free sample, Udga, at DawWins Service Award
Philippines, taking part in the
23-25tp
Pfc. James E. Pool, 20, son of battle of Luzon. His letter was son Drug Store.
Mrs. Ermel Pool Taylor, Prince- written April 1. Lieutenant McFROZEN FOOD LOCKER
ton, Route 2, is with a Ninth Chesney is a brother of Bedford FOR
rentals, Caldwell County
Air Force Service Command, McChesney and Mrs. George
Locker Plant, see-J. E. or K.
mobile reclamation and repair Hunt, Mayfield.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
• • •
unit in Belgium, which was reor 520-J.
cently awarded the Meritorious

Jefferson street, and his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Logan Lowery, W.
Main street. Mrs. Lowery is the
former Robbie Lou Hobgood.
• • •

Easy, effortless rocker act-

Thursday, May 10, 1

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
al6g fine. Sergeant Eison has

Page Ei ht

free, for information leoding to rental of a two-bedroom house in Princeton. Call
Mr?"41141211TOW

LAST WELL TIRE
REBUILDERS
Phone 559

BABIES
Think of the Little Ones. The Red Front Stores have almost a Complete assortment of Heinz, Gerbers or Clapps strained Baby Food including fruits, vegetables, etc. They also have all the same brands in Chopped Junior Foods. Many
other items featured this, the National Baby Week.

Vanilla Thin
COOKIES
Molly
COOKIES
Best quality
RICE
Webster's Fancy
TOMATO JUICE

11
bulk lb. 19(
bulk 5 lbs, 45(
bulk lb.

No. 2 can ik

Choice hand picked
NAVY BEANS
bulk 5 lbs. 45ft
Deer
ISLE HERRING
tall can
Veiva Golden
SYRUP
52 oz. jar 30
(
Cracken Good
SODA CRACKERS 2 lb. pkg. 28f
,Pet Pak
RAISINS
2 lb. pkg.

16(

25ft

Giant
PUFFED WHEAT 8 oz. pkg. 1(
pkg. 10(
POST RAISIN BRAN
Oily-Do near lotion
(
TOILET SOAP
2 cakes 12
Hershey's Breakfast
COCOA
2 lb. box ik
1
/
Tex-Sun
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE No. 2 can
Del Monte (regular or drip)
1 lb. jar f.
COFFEE
(Have you planted your garden?) 25(
ONION SETS
qt.

13(

32#

qt. jar 18(
_
SAUER KRAUT
Hi Power with bean.- 134 is. can
CHILI CON CARNE

14

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Red tritimphs
NEW POTATOES
Solid green head
CABBAGE
New Yeses yellow
ONIONS
Homegrown
STRAWBERRIES

5 lbs.

29(

lb. 5(
qt 39(

Fresh tender
PEAS
lb. 15(
Large roasting ears
5
CORN
each (
Snap stringless
GREEN BEANS
(
2 lbs. 35
Juicy Florida
ORANGES (any size) lb. 11(

Fresh fruits and vegetables in all Red Front Stores.
More for your Money
the time.

RED FRONT

CASH & CARRY STORES

